1. How many 3-story vs. 4-story buildings does Davis now have?
This is a question about the City of Davis. Please contact them for assistance.
2. How frequent are fires at these two building heights respectively?
This is a question about the City of Davis. Please contact them for assistance.
3. How are these fires contained without a ladder truck?
Fire suppression tactics and strategy vary greatly depending on specific buildings and incidents. Building
construction, area and extent of involvement, occupancy type, and weather are just a few of the many
factors that play a significant role in the response plan put in place by an incident commander. An aerial
apparatus is only one part of that process. At some incidents, an aerial apparatus plays a crucial role in
incident stabilization. In others, an aerial apparatus may play little to no role in incident stabilization and
is simply utilized for the staff assigned to it.
4. How many 5-7 story buildings are there in the City currently? How many are in construction?
How many are in the planning phases?
This is a question about the City of Davis. Please contact them for assistance.
5. How often have ladder trucks1 from UC Davis and other jurisdictions been called on?
Since 2010, Truck 34 (the UC Davis ladder truck) has been called to an incident (of any kind) in a City of
Davis district (excluding freeways) 872 times. See Table 1 below for a breakdown by calendar year.
Please note, UC Davis Fire only tracks data from our department responses and we don’t have
information on responses to the City of Davis from other agencies. Please contact those other agencies
for assistance.
6. How often has the UC Davis ladder truck been used for on-campus fires?
Truck 34 has been used for on-campus fires a total of 107 times between calendar years 2010 and 2020.
Of those incidents, 71 of them are defined as structure fires per NFIRS. See Table 2 below for a
breakdown by calendar year.
7. What is the probability that the UC Davis truck would not be available should there be a fire in
a multi-story building in the City?
The UC Davis Fire Department has a robust plan in place to maintain fire protection and emergency
response capabilities to the campus. This plan includes routine and emergency maintenance planning,
emergency staffing plans, personnel training, and vehicle share agreements with neighboring agencies in
case of equipment failure. We are extremely successful in keeping our apparatus response ready and
providing emergency response coverage to the campus. As part of long-standing mutual aid
agreements, our resources are also made available to other areas within our region if needed. This

service is returned to us in our time of need by those same agencies. We are proud of our relationships
with our partnering agencies and greatly appreciate their support of the UC Davis campus.
8. Has this ever happened?
UC Davis Fire department does not keep records on City of Davis incidents to which we haven’t
responded. Please contact the City of Davis to obtain this information. We do not have any recorded
incidents of campus structure fires within the requested data range where the ladder truck was not
available to respond.
9. How many times has the UC Davis ladder truck been dispatched to a reported fire in the city,
but cancelled either on the way or upon arrival?
Between 2010-2020, Truck 34 has been dispatched to a reported structure fire in the City of Davis 387
times, and was cancelled en-route 160 times and cancelled upon arrival on scene 101 times.
10. How many times did the UC Davis ladder truck arrive and actually remain on scene working?
Between 2010-2020, Truck 34 arrived at the scene of a structure fire in the City of Davis and remained
on scene working 141 times.
11. How many times was the nature of their work on scene specific to the functionality of the UCD
ladder truck itself, or were the firefighters on the truck assigned work that an engine company
could have completed in the absence of the truck?
The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) has established a National Fire Incident Reporting
System (NFIRS) to track fire department emergency response across the entire nation. NFIRS defines
each call type as well as standard actions taken on scene. The deployment of an aerial ladder is not a
data point that is tracked in fire department incident reporting systems. The chart below summarizes
the actions taken at these calls based on NFIRS categories. More than 1 action may be recorded for each
incident.

12. Is the City of Davis paying the UCDFD for any of these responses?
UC Davis is signatory to the Yolo County Fire Services Mutual Aid agreement. Per this agreement,
signatory agencies do not financially compensate other signatory agencies for emergency response aid
rendered. Signatory agencies provide service as possible and appropriate to one another in time of
need.
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